Shape shape and Shape shape 2
Shirtmaking: developing skills for fine sewing
Simple modern sewing: 8 basic patterns to create 25 favorite garments
Simplicity's simply the best sewing book
Stylish sewing: techniques for quilted and embellished clothing
The art of couture sewing
The dressmaker's technique bible: a complete guide to fashion sewing
techniques
The Palmer/Pletsch complete guide to fitting
The perfect fit
The shirtmaking workbook: pattern, design, and construction resources
The thoughtful dresser
The Zapp method of couture sewing
Twinkle sews: 25 handmade fashions from the runway to your wardrobe (with
DVD)
Vogue and Butterick's designer sewing techniques
Vogue: sewing for your children
Pattern-cutting (746.91)
Cutting and draping special occasion clothes: designs for partywear and
eveningwear
Designing and patternmaking for stretch fabrics
Designing patterns: a fresh approach to pattern cutting
Dress pattern designing: the basic principles of cut and fit
Draping: the Complete Course (with DVD) 911)
Fabric, form and flat pattern cutting
Fabrics and pattern cutting
Fashion pattern cutting: line, shape and volume
Fashion patternmaking techniques (4 volumes)
Fitting & pattern alteration: a multi-method approach
Flatness folded: a collection of 23 contemporary Chinese garments
How patterns work: the fundamental principles of pattern making and sewing in
fashion design
How to use, adapt and design sewing patterns
Make your own dress patterns: a primer in patternmaking for those who like to
sew
Metric pattern cutting for children's wear and babywear
Metric pattern cutting for menswear
Metric pattern cutting for women's wear
Modelling and flat cutting for fashion

Pattern cutting and making up: the professional approach
Pattern cutting and making up: volume 2: the simple
approach to modern tailoring
Pattern cutting for women's outerwear
Pattern cutting for women's tailored jackets: classic and
contemporary
Pattern cutting made easy: a step by step introduction
Pattern cutting primer
Pattern cutting: the architecture of fashion
Pattern design for children's clothes
Pattern drafting for fashion: draping
Pattern grading for women's clothes: the technology of sizing
Pattern magic (1, 2, 3) and Pattern magic: stretch fabrics
Pattern-drafting for fashion: the basics
Patternmaking for a perfect fit: using the rub-off technique to re-create and
redesign your favorite fashions
Patternmaking for fashion design (with DVD 588 or 1340)
Sewing Patterns: 200 Q&A: questions answered on everything from
understanding patterns to making alterations
Shape shape: sewing clothing patterns to wear
multiple ways
The art of fashion draping
The essential guide to stretch pattern cutting
The vintage pattern selector: the sewer's guide
to choosing and using retro styles
Zarapkar system of cutting
Repairs and alterations
Alterations and repairs: 200 Q & As: questions answered on everything from
mending to makeovers
Born-again vintage: 25 ways to deconstruct, reinvent + recycle your wardrobe
Junky Styling: wardrobe surgery
New from old: how to transform and customize your clothes
Refashioned: cutting-edge clothing from upcycled materials
The complete guide to customising your clothes: techniques & tutorials for
personalising your wardrobe
Tailoring
Classic tailoring techniques for menswear: a construction guide
Classic tailoring techniques: a construction guide for women's wear
Tailoring: a complete course to making a professional suit
Tailoring: a step-by-step guide to creating beautiful customized garments
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Vintage couture tailoring

E-resources

A guide to resources for

VLE Books
Access via Moodle, at sign in choose OpenAthens.
These are also directly linked via the library catalogue.
Click on these images to read the book.

Clothesmaking &
Pattern cutting
Also see Fashion leaflet

Cumming, Valerie: The dictionary of fashion history (2017)
Sewing and dressmaking techniques (746.9(

Twigg, Julia: Fashion and age: dress, the body and later life (2013)

ProQuest Vogue
This complete searchable archive of American Vogue can be accessed via
OpenAthens. It contains material from first issue in 1892 to now, reproduced in
high-resolution colour page images.

More information about the library can be found on Moodle,
vle.morleycollege.ac.uk. Note: Moodle will be phased out by the end of
2022 and material transferred to a new platform.
We also have access to JSTOR log in as MorleyCollege,
password knowledge2019 using the login at the top right.
Library:
Lower Library:
E:

020 7450 1828
020 7450 1827
library@morleycollege.ac.uk

49 sensational skirts
Claire Schaeffer's fabric sewing guide
Complete pleats: pleating techniques for fashion,
architecture and design
Couture techniques: the home sewing guide to creating
designer looks
Couture unfolded: innovative pleats, folds and draping in fashion design
Creative sewing ideas
Dressmaker's handbook of couture sewing techniques
Dressmaking: Q&A: 200 questions answered
Fabric manipulation: 150 creative sewing techniques
Fashion sewing introductory techniques
Fine embellishment techniques
Home sewing couture techniques: creating designer-quality fashion
Making trousers: how to achieve great results
Modelling on the dress stand
More fabric savvy
No patterns needed: DIY couture from simple shapes
One piece of fabric: 15 projects to make
Pants for real people: fit & sew for any body
Sew the new fleece: techniques with synthetic fleece and pile
Sew U home stretch: the Built by Wendy guide to sewing knit fabrics
Sewing for plus sizes: creating clothes that fit & flatter
Sewing outdoor gear: easy techniques for outerwear that works
Sewing Patterns: 200 Q&A: questions answered on everything from understanding
patterns to making alterations
Sewing with knits
Sewing with leather and suede: tips, techniques, inspiration
Sewing with sergers: the complete handbook for overlock sewing

